Auditory middle latency responses in patients with epilepsy.
Middle latency auditory responses (MLRs) were studied in 55 normal subjects and 49 epileptic patients. We evaluated the function of the auditory system and of the temporal lobe in epileptic patients using MLRs. (1) The patients with epilepsy had significantly prolonged Pa and Nb latencies and the significantly increased amplitude of Pa-Nb component. (2) The prolongation and the increase of MLR components in latency and amplitude were more obvious in patients with intractable epilepsy than patients without intractable epilepsy. (3) The difference between left and right sides was larger in epileptic patients than normal subjects. (4) Epileptic patients with polypharmacy had reduced amplitude of Pa-Nb component and prolonged latency of Pa component than patients with monotherapy. Antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) appeared to decrease the amplitude of Pa-Nb component. It was supposed that the enhancement of amplitude of Pa-Nb component represented the abnormality of central nerve system in epileptic patients, in part.